Children who have experienced a perinatal stroke often develop normal language function, but the neurobiologic mechanisms underlying this plasticity remain unclear. In this study, we used fMRI to compare, at two ages, the functional neuroanatomy of a child with perinatal stroke with that of age-appropriate cohorts of typically developing children. Although the data for this child are similar to the control group, there are age-dependent differences.
Children with perinatal stroke are capable of acquiring relatively normal language function after experiencing a cortical insult that in adults would often lead to devastating lifetime disabilities. 1 The phenomenon of this developmental plasticity has long been accepted, but its underlying neurobiologic mechanisms are not well characterized.
One prevailing idea is that the development of normal language in the presence of an early lesion is accomplished by the functional reorganization of homotopic regions in the contralateral hemisphere. 2 Other reports suggest intrahemispheric organization as well. 3 Several factors may contribute to these discrepancies. Perinatal strokes show considerable variability in lesion etiology, onset, size, and location, making it difficult to obtain large homogeneous patient samples that provide adequate power suitable for study. Relatedly, at the behavioral level, individual differences in the rate and nature of language development exist even in the normal population. 4 The main objective of the present work was to examine a strategy for identifying alternative functional neuroanatomic patterns of activity in children with perinatal stroke that contends with these con-cerns. Ultimately, this strategy is intended to be applied to multiple subjects to assess common and individual effects in specific patients. However, for the purposes of this presentation, a case report is presented for one particular subject (PS1) who, despite a large posterior left middle cerebral artery (MCA) distribution perinatal infarct, is within average range for his age on standard neuropsychological measures including verbal and nonverbal IQ (tables E-1, E-2, and E-3 on the Neurology Web site at www.neurology.org).
Methods. For this report, 111 right-handed, typically developing subjects 5,6 (48 males), along with PS1, performed event-related fMRI studies on a set of controlled and simple lexical processing tasks. The tasks (collapsed for this analysis) for PS1 and control subjects included verb, rhyme, and opposite generation (to both auditorily and visually presented words), reading, and repeating. PS1 was imaged at both 9.25 and 13.2 years of age.
As introduced above, to understand how the pattern of brain activation of PS1 statistically compares with that of appropriate control subjects, two age-appropriate subgroups were sampled from the 111 typically developing subjects for each age at which PS1 was scanned (figure E-1 and supplementary methods).
A complete description of similarities and differences between PS1 and the control subgroups required that parallel regions of interest (ROIs) be acquired from both the normal population and PS1. Previously published 5 ROIs from typically developing children included age/performance-independent regions, where activity is the same despite differences in age and performance, and age-related regions, where activity changes with age independent of task performance (tables E-4 and E-5). Similar region sets were derived from PS1's own functional anatomic data: 1) regions statistically similar across both sessions (across-age regions) and 2) regions statistically different between sessions (between-age regions) (tables E-6 and E-7 and supplementary methods). For all ROIs, the activity magnitude from PS1 was compared with the distribution of activity magnitudes for the appropriate agematched controls, presented as an absolute z score [͉(mean subject Ϫ mean controls )/SD controls ͉]; hereinafter ͉z͉.
Results.
Imaging. For most ROIs, PS1's ͉z͉ comparison with normal populations was relatively low (i.e., Ͻ2), suggesting that PS1 shows "normal" levels of activation in most regions. In the across-age ROIs, 44 of 49 had a ͉z͉ Ͻ2 and in the age-/performance-independent ROI, 43 of 43 regions had a ͉z͉ Ͻ2 (figure, A and C). A similar finding was observed for between age ROIs (in the first scan, 8 of 13 regions and in the second scan, 11 of 13 regions had a ͉z͉ Ͻ2) and age-related ROIs (in the first scan, 34 of 38 and in the second scan, 36 of 38 had a ͉z͉ Ͻ2).
A less frequent finding was that for some ROIs found in both hemispheres, PS1's ͉z͉ comparison with the normal population was relatively high, suggesting reliable differ-Additional material related to this article can be found on the Neurology Web site. Go to www.neurology.org and scroll down the Table of Contents for the December 26 issue to find the link for this article. ences between PS1 and controls. Of these differences, several regions showed increased activation at the two ages. In the across-age image, five such regions were identified (table) . The only region with a ͉z͉ Ͼ3 was located peril-esionally, near the left supramarginal gyrus (figure, A). Another ROI that deviated from the normal distribution was located in the right anterior inferior frontal gyrus (figure, A, and figure E-2).
The third finding was the presence of age-related changes in regions unique to PS1 that generally normalize over time. Five left hemisphere regions, derived from PS1's between-age image, showed differences at the first scan (͉z͉ Ͼ2), whereas only two regions showed differences at the second scan (͉z͉ Ͼ2) ( figure, B, and figure E-2) . A similar finding was observed for the age-related regions (table) .
Behavior. PS1's performance (accuracy and reaction time) during scanning was compared with the same normal cohorts. The analysis revealed considerable similarity for accuracy (first scan, z ϭ 0.38; second scan, z ϭ Ϫ0.55; across scans, z ϭ 0.07). For reaction time, PS1 was different from the cohort group only at the first scan (first scan, z ϭ 3.5; second scan, z ϭ Ϫ1.38; across scans, z ϭ 1.37).
Discussion.
We examined a method that uses a normative database of typically developing children and adults, so that single-subject fMRI data can be examined probabilistically. Similar in concept to a previously published approach, 7 the strategy described here accounts for normal variability and developmental trajectory in the brain's functional organization and allows individual patterns of activation related to disparate lesions to be assessed in a normative context. Employing this strategy across multiple subjects with varying brain injuries will also permit a better understanding of alternate developmental outcomes that are based on differences in the etiology, onset, size, and location, and, ultimately, the consequence of clinical interventions.
Specifically, we examined the functional neuroanatomy of lexical processing tasks in PS1, a patient with normal psychometric scores, despite an extensive left posterior hemisphere lesion acquired perinatally. Even with the loss of several regions that are typically involved in the tasks described here, PS1 manages to perform the tasks well at age 9 and again at age 13. Over the two scanning sessions, evidence from PS1 revealed mostly similarities in functional anatomic activation with some differences found in both hemispheres corresponding to 1) increased activation in some regions, which are also active in the age-matched controls, and 2) agerelated changes in regions unique to this subject that generally normalize over time. Because of the significant difference between PS1 and controls for reaction time at the first scan, it is possible that some of these transient regions are related to performance differences. For example, a region located in the medial frontal/anterior cingulate (Ϫ11, 52, 7) cortex lies in close proximity (1.5-cm vector distance) to a performance-related region previously defined in normal subjects. 5 Overall, the results suggest at least two compensatory mechanisms, one that uses the upregulation of activity in selected, typically involved regions and another that uses, at least in part, the recruitment of novel, but transient "scaffolding" regions.
Figure. Lateral views of three region sets and selected time courses (lesion is in black)
. Each region is color coded by absolute z score values (blue: ͉z͉ Ͻ1; light blue: 1 Ͼ ͉z͉ Ͻ 2; orange: 2 Ͼ ͉z͉ Ͻ 3; red: ͉z͉ Ͼ3). Time courses for PS1 and control cohorts are divided by scan (blue, solid line ϭ PS1 at first scan; light blue, dotted line ϭ PS1 at second scan; dark red solid line ϭ age-bracketed cohort first scan; light red, dotted line ϭ age-bracketed cohort at second scan). (A) Regions statistically reliable across scans derived from PS1 (across-age regions). Two of the five regions with ͉z͉ scores Ͼ2 are highlighted. One of these regions is located in the right anterior inferior frontal gyrus, and the other is located perilesionally, near the left supramarginal gyrus. (B) Regions statistically different between scans derived from PS1 (between-age regions). Two of the 13 regions with ͉z͉ scores Ͼ2 at one or both scan sessions are highlighted. Both of these regions are located in the frontal lobe distant from the lesion in the ipsilateral hemisphere (the hemispheres are slightly rotated for viewing). (C) Age-/performance-Independent regions. Within this region set, no regions were found with ͉z͉ scores Ͼ2. Two regions are highlighted. One region is located perilesionally in the ipsilateral hemisphere, and the other is in the contralateral hemisphere near the presumptive mouth sensorimotor cortex.
The changes that take place in the task-related functional anatomy in PS1 have implications regarding the neurobiologic mechanisms that underlie this process. Theories that are based on the hypothesis that reorganization (either homotopic or ipsilateral) supports the acquisition of normal language in the setting of perinatal stroke would largely predict an addition of regions that "take over" the functions that are lost to the lesion and retention of these additions over time. However, in PS1, most regions that change with age show increased activity in disparate regions compared with controls at an early age that decrease to baseline over time. The remain-ing differences are upregulations of regions that are normally involved in these tasks.
A theory more consistent with these observations has recently been highlighted in the developmental literature. 8 This theory, termed interactive specialization, suggests that cognitive functions are mediated by a constellation of interconnected regions, and that the response properties of these regions are determined by the activity-dependent connections within this constellation. Through normal development, the response properties of such interconnected regions will likely change as they interact and compete with each other to acquire their mature roles. Thus, for a particular task, the contribution of any given region across age may be reduced, increased, or remain the same. This interaction-driven theory also anticipates, as previously discussed, 9, 10 that normal developmental mechanisms will interact with early-onset pathology to yield an atypical adult functional neuroanatomy. If the balance of regional competition is altered by removal of one or more of the competing regions, as is the case for perinatal stroke, an alternate organization and developmental time course would ensue that would largely depend on the timing, location, and size of the stroke. The potentially idiosyncratic alternate organizations may explain, in part, the inconsistent findings found throughout the literature in regards to the ipsilateral vs homotopic reorganization debate. 2, 3 The presence of multiple sorts of changes in a single individual (PS1) presented here is consistent with the interactive activation view; however, future work that employs this strategy across multiple subjects will be necessary to solidify this conclusion (or not) and more generally advance our understanding of how these changes support developmental plasticity.
